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played among the pumping machinery of mines. Joule
among that of a brewery. When Joule's father decided to
send Joule and his brother to John Dalton for lessons in
chemistry twice a week, he probably thought more of
providing his sons with scientific knowledge of industrial
value, than of educating their spirits through the study of
science.
There were other circumstances that could have stimu-
lated Joule's interest in mechanism and science.
His brother's diary contains an account of their expedi-
tion, on September I5th, 1830, "into a field near Eccles, to
see the first trains which travelled between Liverpool and
Manchester, and to their riding on several Saturday after-
noons to a place between Eccles and Patricroft to watch
the two trains (one on each set of rails) passing and repassing
for the amusement of passengers to Newton-in-the-Willows
and back/'
The early education of Joule was started by his half-sister,
and continued, with that of his brother, by resident tutors.
One of these was F. Tappenden, who came from a military
school in the south, and remained with them from 1832 to
1834. They rode ponies and were already interested in
scientific toys, as they passed electric shocks through friends
and servants while arranging that the current should in
appearance, though not in reality, pass through themselves.
They repeated Franklin's experiment on bringing down
electricity by kites, and verified its dangers.
According to J. T. Bottomley, Joule's first electrical
machine was of the glass cylinder type. It contained a
poker hung up by silk threads. Leyden jars consisted of
bottles half-full of water standing in another vessel filled
with water.
In 1834 their father decided to send them to study
chemistry under John Dalton. The famous philosopher
was then sixty-eight years old, and still, to the eternal
discredit of his contemporaries, earning pocket-money by
teaching children. He insisted that his pupils should have
a good knowledge of arithmetic and the first book of
Euclid before beginning chemistry, so the young Joules

